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of Reflectarray Antennas for Wide-Angle

Beam Scanning Performance
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Abstract—A new design methodology is proposed for high-gain
beam-scanning reflectarray antennas. Various approaches for
designing beam-scanning reflectarray antennas are first reviewed
and it is shown that for limited scan coverage, utilizing the feed
displacement technique is a convenient design approach. To im-
prove the scan coverage, a single-reflector bifocal aperture phase
distribution is proposed for the reflectarray antenna, and is fur-
ther optimized to improve the beam-scanning performance. Four
reflectarray prototypes, each corresponding to a specific aperture
phase distribution, have been fabricated and tested. A Ka-band
reflectarray antenna with 60 degrees scan coverage achieving
30-dB gain and side-lobe level below 15 dB is demonstrated.

Index Terms—Beam-scanning, bifocal, optimization, phased
array, reflectarray, reflector.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-GAIN antennas are an essential part of a long dis-
tance wireless communication link, which vary with fre-

quency, coverage, resolution, and flexibility of operation. The
conventional choices for the antennas in these systems are typi-
cally reflectors, lenses, or arrays [1], [2]. Beam-scanning capa-
bility, on the other hand, adds new dimensions to the system,
enabling multifunction performance and improving system ef-
ficiency. A beam-scanning antenna can search or track targets
for radar applications or direct beams toward distant receivers/
transmitters in a communication system [3]. The primary ap-
plication of high-gain beam-scanning antennas is in military
radar and tracking platforms; however, some commercial ap-
plications such as low earth orbit (LEO) satellite communi-
cations and collision warning systems also require high-gain
beam-scanning antennas [4], [5]. In most high-gain beam-scan-
ning applications, the choice between a reflector and a direct
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radiating phased array is driven by factors relating to scan rate,
scan volume, and cost [6]. To scan the beam of these aperture an-
tennas, the phase distribution on the aperture has to be adjusted
corresponding to the direction of the scanned beam. While the
concept is similar in both designs, the approaches used to realize
beam-scanning is distinctive for reflectors and arrays.
Since the 1980s, microstrip reflectarray antennas have

emerged as a new generation of high-gain antennas [7]. They
combine the favorable features of both printed arrays and
reflector antennas and create a high-gain antenna with low-pro-
file, low-mass, and low-cost features [8]. In addition, owing to
their hybrid nature, reflectarray antennas offer more flexibility
in aperture phase control and can provide advantages over both
reflectors and phased array antennas for high-gain beam-scan-
ning applications.
This paper starts with a brief review of two different ap-

proaches for designing beam-scanning reflectarray antennas,
namely feed displacement and aperture phase tuning, and the
advantages and limitations of these approaches are summa-
rized. From this comparative study it is realized that for limited
field-of-view beam-scanning systems [4], utilizing the feed dis-
placement technique is a convenient design approach. The task
was then to design a high-gain Ka-band reflectarray system for
60 scan coverage utilizing the feed displacement technique.
Instead of the conventional parabolic-type phase distribution,
a novel aperture phase distribution based on the concept of a
single-reflector bifocal system is proposed for the reflectarray
antenna, and is further optimized to improve the performance
of the design. Moreover, by implementing a multi-objective
optimization in the design, the main beam and the side lobe
performance of the system is improved over the scan range.
Practical design considerations for the reflectarray elements
are discussed, and four high-gain Ka-band reflectarray antenna
prototypes are fabricated and tested. A single-reflector Ka-band
reflectarray antenna with 60 scan coverage achieving 30-dB
gain and side-lobe level (SLL) below 15 dB is demonstrated.

II. DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A BIFOCAL
REFLECTARRAY ANTENNA

A. Beam-Scanning Reflectarray Design Approaches

To achieve a dynamic radiation pattern for a reflectarray an-
tenna, the aperture phase distribution has to be adjusted ac-
cording to the direction of the scanned beam. For each element,
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the phase on the reflectarray aperture, , consists of two terms,
i.e.,

(1)

The first term in (1) is the spatial delay associated with the feed,
where is the Euclidean distance between the phase center of
the feed and the th element, and is the wavenumber in free
space. The second term, , is the reflection phase of the th
element on the aperture. Since in a reflectarray antenna system
one can control these two components independently, two dif-
ferent approaches are available for beam-scanning reflectarray
antennas.
In the first approach, one changes the phase distribution on the

reflectarray aperture by changing the spatial delay. For a fixed
aperture placement, the change in spatial delay can be realized
by displacing the feed phase center. This can be done mechan-
ically by using a single movable feed, or electronically using
a feed array. This beam-scanning technique is similar to what
one uses to scan the beam of a reflector antenna [9]. The second
approach is to equip the elements on the reflectarray aperture
with a phase tuning mechanism [10]. This is basically similar
to a phased array antenna design; however, the advantage of a
reflectarray is that the feed network is replaced by a space feed
system that significantly reduces the cumbersome distribution
losses associated with large feed networks. With low-loss phase
shifters, an aperture phase controlled reflectarray can eliminate
the need for transmit-receive (T/R) modules that are a consider-
able portion of the array cost [4], [5].
Various designs of beam-scanning reflectarrays antennas

have been studied over the years; however, the main focus has
been on the aperture phase tuning approach. Beam-scanning
reflectarray antennas with aperture phase controlled elements
using micro-machines [11], MEMS switches [12], diodes [13],
and functional materials [14], have been demonstrated. While
a good beam-scanning performance has been realized in some
of these designs, the main drawback is the high loss in the
phase control mechanism, particularly at high frequencies
[15]. In addition, these beam-scanning reflectarrays require a
control board to supply control voltages or rotation angles to
each element to synthesize the array, which complicates the
design. Meanwhile, beam-scanning performance of reflectarray
antennas by means of a lateral displacement of the feed were
studied in [16]. From a comparative study on the performance
of these two approaches [17], it was observed that for limited
field-of-view systems, feed displacement approaches are the
suitable choice since the loss in these systems is much lower.
On the other hand, aperture phase tuned reflectarrays are prefer-
able for wide angle beam-scanning, despite their high loss and
low efficiency.

B. A Single-Reflector Bifocal Reflectarray Design

As discussed in the previous section, with the feed displace-
ment beam-scanning approach, the array is passive and the
phase of the elements on the reflectarray aperture do not change;
assuming the reflection phase of the elements are not very sen-
sitive to excitation angles. Conventionally, the elements phase
on a reflectarray antenna aperture are designed based on the
phase compensation of a parabolic reflector antenna with the

Fig. 1. Coordinate system for the bifocal reflectarray antenna.

same subtended angle [7]. However, for beam-scanning appli-
cations these designs show a poor performance. It was shown
that the scan range of reflectarray antennas using this approach
is limited to a few beam widths [16]. On the other hand, a
degree of freedom exists in the system design here that can be
utilized to further enhance the beam-scanning performance,
i.e., one can design an aperture that provides a better phase
compensation for the scan range required.
It is well known that a bifocal lens has a wider scan capa-

bility than a lens with a single focus, since it focuses quite well
nearby and between the two focal points [18], [19]. Similarly,
it was shown that a bifocal dual reflector antenna has a better
scan capability than a classical Cassegrain reflector [20]. A bi-
focal folded dual-reflectarray antenna using a seven element
feed array was presented in [21], which showed a scan range
of about 27 degrees 13.5 . The scan range was further im-
proved to 49 degrees 24.5 by designing a system with re-
stricted apertures for each beam. More recently, a dual-reflec-
tarray with dual-offset feeds was also demonstrated [22]. In all
these designs, the ideal bifocal reflector or lens requires two
surfaces for phase correction. While the beam-scanning per-
formance that can be achieved with these designs is a signifi-
cant improvement over the conventional single-reflector para-
bolic-phase configurations, the main disadvantage is the design
complexity and fabrication difficulty of dual-reflector systems.
The aim of our work here is to design a single-reflectarray

system based on the concept of having two focal points [23],
which can potentially increase the scan range of the beam-scan-
ning reflectarray antenna. To formulate the problem let us con-
sider the system shown in Fig. 1, where the reflectarray aper-
ture lies on the -plane and two feed antennas are placed in
the -plane, each with an offset angle of degrees. In this de-
sign, the feeds can be turned on concurrently to realize a multi-
beam performance, or separately to achieve a beam-switching
performance.
For this two-feed system, the required phase distribution on

the aperture corresponding to each feed and beam direction can
be given by

(2)
In this equation, the superscript denotes the corresponding
feed, and and represent the direction of the scanned beam.
In comparison with a single feed system, the difference here
is that the aperture phase distribution has to compensate for
two different feed positions and beam directions. To simplify
the problem, we consider a symmetric system, i.e., when the
first feed is turned on, the scanned beam is in the direction of
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( , ). Similarly, with the second feed turned on,
a scanned beam will be generated in the direction of ( ,

). With such a design, the phase requirements can then
be written as

(3)

Note that for this symmetric system we also have
. It is clear that in general, the th element cannot realize two

different phase requirements in a passive design. Therefore, an
average phase is set for the th element

(4)

Due to the symmetry of the system, the terms sin are can-
celed out in (3) and (4), and the direction of the main beam of the
reflectarray antenna will now depend on the feed offset angle,
. An important parameter in dealing with scanned beams is the
beam deviation factor which is defined as , where
and are the main beam direction and the feed offset angle,

respectively. With displaced feeds, typically is smaller than
, which results in a BDF less than 1 [9], [16]. Nonetheless, it
is possible to achieve the required scan range by compensating
for this factor. It is also worthwhile to point out here that the
phase requirement in (3) can be realized by using different po-
larizations for each feed, as demonstrated in [24]; however, this
would not be a suitable approach for a beam-scanning system.

C. Beam-Scanning Performance of Single-Reflector Bifocal
Reflectarray Antennas

To study the beam-scanning performance of this bifocal de-
sign approach, we design a Ka-band reflectarray antenna with
main beams pointing 30 off broadside. By using the feed dis-
placement technique this reflectarray system can be used for a
60 scan coverage ( 30 to 30 ). A circular aperture with
a diameter (D) of 17 wavelengths at the center frequency of
32 GHz is selected for the reflectarray. This corresponds to
848 phasing elements with half-wavelength spacing on the re-
flectarray aperture. The feed displacement path is along a cir-
cular arc with a radius of F, which shows a better performance
than a lateral feed displacement path. To further improve the
beam-scanning performance of the reflector, the maximum at-
tainable F/D was selected for the design [9]. The maximum F/D
of 0.725 was determined based on the available feed horn an-
tenna which has a radiation pattern with , to en-
sure that the maximum edge taper is below 8 dBwhen the feed
is tilted degrees.
To study the performance of this design, we also compare it

with a reflectarray antenna designed using the conventional par-
abolic equation. It should be noted that in all studies here, the
radiation pattern of the reflectarray is computed using the array
theory formulation as described in [25]. The aperture phase dis-
tribution for both designs is given in Fig. 2.
While in both designs, the main-beam is scanned by dis-

placing the feed antenna, the required offset feed angle is dif-
ferent, and has to be obtained experimentally to compensate for
the BDF. For a 30 scan, the BDF for the parabolic and bifocal
designs is 0.9302 and 0.9009, respectively. The scanned gain

Fig. 2. Phase distribution on the reflectarray antenna aperture: (a) conventional
parabolic design; (b) bifocal design.

Fig. 3. Scanned gain patterns of reflectarray antennas: (a) parabolic-type; (b)
bifocal-type.

patterns of both the parabolic-type and bifocal-type reflectarray
antennas are given in Fig. 3. It can be seen that for this scanned
beam, the bifocal design shows a much better performance. A
gain variation less than 1 dB is observed across the entire scan
range for the bifocal design. In comparison, the scan loss for the
parabolic design is more than 3.5 dB. Furthermore, for the 30
scan angle, the SLL of the bifocal design is reduced by more
than 7 dB, and a much narrower beam width and higher gain
are observed.
Despite this good scan performance, the SLL for the bifocal

design is still relatively high. Furthermore, the side-lobes in-
crease as the beam is scanned towards broadside, and eventu-
ally merge with the main beam resulting in a very wide beam at
broadside.While the beam-scanning performance of this bifocal
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design could be acceptable for a communication link where scan
loss is the major concern, radar systems also impose strict con-
straints on SLL [6]; thus, such a performance may not be ac-
ceptable. In addition, numerical studies showed that although
the bifocal designs can achieve a good performance when the
beams are not scanned far from broadside, as the scan range
increases, the SLL performance of the system degrades signifi-
cantly. This is primarily due to the fact that for larger scan an-
gles, the dissimilarity in the spatial delay associated with the two
feeds increases, thus averaging these values results in a higher
error in the aperture phase distribution. Similarly, this approach
will be less effective as the aperture size increases. Nonetheless,
for limited field-of-view systems, a bifocal design shows a sig-
nificant improvement over the conventional parabolic design. It
should be noted that in comparison with an ideal dual-reflec-
tarray bifocal design, the single-reflector design here shows a
gain reduction of about 1 dB.

III. OPTIMIZATION OF THE REFLECTARRAY ANTENNA
FOR BEAM-SCANNING

A. Basics of the Optimization Approach and Problem Setup

The phase distribution obtained for the bifocal design was
based on averaging the spatial phase delay associated with two
feed positions. As such, it is implicit that this simple approxi-
mation may not provide the optimum phase distribution. On the
other hand, one prominent feature of the reflectarray antenna is
that the elements have the ability to achieve any value of re-
flection phase. As such, any phase shift distribution can be re-
alized on the aperture, and unlike reflector antennas [2], one is
not bound to any physically realizable geometry. By utilizing
this flexibility in the design, optimization of the phase distri-
bution on the reflectarray aperture could prove to improve the
performance of the bifocal design. In addition it is possible to
further improve the scan performance of these systems by opti-
mizing the antenna for several beams along the scan range.
Two general approaches are available for aperture phase opti-

mization of reflectarray antennas. In the first approach, one min-
imizes the phase error by comparing it with an ideal phase distri-
bution [26]. In the second approach, one optimizes the radiation
pattern by defining a far-field pattern mask based on the design
requirements, and determines the corresponding phase of the
elements indirectly [27]. The advantage of the first approach is
that it does not require calculating the radiation pattern in the op-
timization process, which is computationally advantageous. On
the other hand, the latter approach allows for a direct control
over the radiation pattern shape, which is quite advantageous,
particularly if one aims at controlling the radiation character-
istics such as the side-lobe level [8]. Here we use the second
approach and optimize the phase of the reflectarray elements in
order to improve both scan loss and SLL.
The particle swarm optimization (PSO)method is selected for

phase optimization of the reflectarray elements. PSO is a pow-
erful global optimization algorithm that has shown to be suit-
able for many antenna design applications including array an-
tennas [28]–[30]. In addition, implementing a multi-objective
PSO (MOPSO) search is quite straightforward, once the PSO
engine is setup for the problem [30]. The first step is to define
the far-field radiation pattern mask for the problem. Mathemati-
cally, the masks are defined by two sets of bound values, namely

and , which set the upper and lower bounds of the de-
sired pattern in the entire angular space. The next step is then
to define a suitable cost function for the problem that should
be minimized and can also control the number of iterations re-
quired for the convergence of the solution. While in some cases
it is sufficient for the cost function to only take into account the
side-lobe performance of the array [29], experimental results
showed that for off-broadside beams the solution convergence
will be improved by adding a penalty term for the main beam by
using the lower bound of the mask. Furthermore, since the pri-
mary goal is to reduce the SLL, particularly the first side lobe,
another penalty term is added to the cost function to account for
this. The function defined for fitness evaluation of this optimiza-
tion is then given by

(5)

Here is the far-field radiation pattern of the array and the term
in the cost function is the penalty term added to account for

the performance of the first side lobe.
Although defining an optimum mask and fitness function for

the problem proves to be invaluable, the main challenge in im-
plementing PSO is the very large number of elements that need
to be optimized for a reflectarray antenna. For this problem how-
ever, we can take advantage of the symmetry of the system to
reduce the dimension of the solution hyperspace. The bifocal re-
flectarray system shown in Fig. 1 is symmetric along both - and
-directions. Taking these two symmetry planes into account,
the number of elements that have to be optimized will be re-
duced to a quarter of the total array.

B. Beam-Scanning Performance of Optimized Reflectarray
Antennas

To demonstrate the feasibility of this optimization design ap-
proach, we study the same reflectarray antenna system designed
in the previous section for 60 scan coverage. For the PSO pa-
rameters, the inertial weight was varied linearly from 0.9 to 0.4
over the course of the run [29], and the self- and group-knowl-
edge constants were both set equal to 2 throughout the opti-
mization. A swarm population of 100 particles was selected for
the optimization and 100 000 iterations were performed in the
design.
Two different designs are investigated here. In the first de-

sign, the phase of the reflectarray elements are optimized for
two scanned beams, 30 , and their corresponding feed posi-
tions, as shown in Fig. 1. While basically two objectives will
be addressed here, taking advantage of the symmetry reduces
this problem to a single-objective optimization search. It should
be noted that this design is also a bifocal reflectarray system;
however the phase distribution is obtained by means of an op-
timization process; thus, we refer to it as the PSO design. For
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Fig. 4. Shaped far-field mask used for the optimization.

the second design, the phase of the reflectarray elements is opti-
mized for four scanned beams, 10 and 30 and their subse-
quent feeds. A multi-objective optimization with two objective
functions is implemented for this design. This design is basi-
cally a quadrufocal system [31], and is expected to provide a
better beam-scanning performance.
Several different masks were studied for the optimizations

here to determine a suitable setup for the problem and to en-
sure the array can achieve maximum directivity while main-
taining a SLL of 20 dB. The initial mask was set to have
a constant SLL in the entire space; however it was ob-
served that with this type of mask, the array cannot achieve
a good directivity. To improve the directivity, a shaped mask
was defined such that the side lobe envelope decreases linearly
outside the main beam area. The optimum mask envelopes and
the penalty coefficient were then determined experimentally
for the optimization. In the design here the mask decreases lin-
early outside the main beam area from 25 dB to 45 dB. A
cross-sectional view of the shaped mask used for the optimiza-
tion here is given in Fig. 4.
A summary of the effect of these optimization setups on the

performance of the PSO design is given in Table I. From these
results it can be seen that by adjusting the mask and the fit-
ness function appropriately, we can effectively reduce the SLL
without much degradation in the antenna directivity. It should
be pointed out here that the initial bifocal design achieved a di-
rectivity of 31.9898 dB with a SLL of 12.35, and this direc-
tivity value is used as the reference for comparison, i.e., in
Table I. As discussed earlier, the second design requires one to
optimize the phase distribution for two objectives. The conven-
tional weighted aggregation (CWA) method with equal weights
for each fitness function is implemented for the multi-objec-
tive optimization here. While in general advanced multi-objec-
tive approaches based on the concept of Pareto dominancemay
show to improve the performance [30], CWA is quite suitable
for this design since the fitness functions are similar for the two
objectives. A similar mask envelope decreasing linearly from
25 dB to 45 dB is used for the optimization here, with a

penalty term set to 6. For the sake of convenience, from here
on this reflectarray is referred to as theMOPSO design. It should
be noted that in the two optimized designs presented here, the
feed offset angle for any scanned beam is set to be equal to that
of the parabolic-type design, since it showed a better BDF than
the bifocal design.

TABLE I
EFFECT OF THE OPTIMIZATION MASKS ON THE

REFLECTARRAY RADIATION PERFORMANCE

Fig. 5. Convergence curves for the single-objective (PSO) and multi-objective
(MOPSO) optimizations.

Fig. 6. Phase distribution on the aperture of the optimized reflectarray
antennas: (a) PSO design; (b) MOPSO design.

The convergence curves for both optimizations and the op-
timized aperture phase distribution for both designs is given in
Figs. 5 and 6.
The scanned gain patterns of the PSO design are given in

Fig. 7, where a gain variation less than 0.35 dB is observed
across the scan range. Furthermore these results show that not
only the SLL has been reduced by more than 8 dB for the 30
beams; an almost symmetric beam is observed along these scan
directions. Despite the notable improvements the PSO design
achieved over the bifocal design, the beam broadening effect
observed as the beam is scanned towards broadside is still not
desirable for a beam-scanning array, and such a design is more
suitable for a two-beam beam-switching system. Meanwhile,
the MOPSO design is targeting four optimized beams across
the scan range, and as such it can be a good candidate for a
beam-scanning application. The scanned gain patterns of this
design are given in Fig. 8, where a much better side lobe per-
formance is observed across the scan range. While in gen-
eral some compromise has to be made in multi-objective op-
timizations, the SLL achieved across the entire scan range is
below 17.5 dB. For this design, the gain variation across the
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Fig. 7. Scanned gain pattern of the PSO reflectarray antenna.

Fig. 8. Scanned gain pattern of the MOPSO reflectarray antenna.

scan coverage is about 1.35 dB, which is quite acceptable for a
beam-scanning antenna.
The numerical results presented here show that the scan

limitation of conventional reflectarray antennas is primarily
attributed to the parabolic phase distribution on the aperture.
With a single-reflector bifocal or multifocal aperture, one can
improve the scan performance beyond those of the parabolic
phase distribution. Moreover, once the new aperture phase
profile is determined, it can be further improved by using
sub-wavelength elements and increasing the aperture phase
accuracy [32]. In summary the followings are observed. In
comparison with an ideal dual-reflectarray bifocal antenna, the
PSO design (pattern optimized bifocal single-reflector) can
achieve an almost similar SLL at the expense of some com-
promise in the gain and a broader beam. The MOPSO design
on the other hand demonstrates a better scanning performance,
but some further degradation in gain and SLL at the maximum
scan angle.

IV. FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT OF THE
BEAM-SCANNING REFLECTARRAY ANTENNAS

A. Fabrication Considerations and Element Performance

In the previous section, it was shown that a single-reflector bi-
focal reflectarray antenna can be a suitable choice for high-gain

Fig. 9. Element reflection phase for the MOPSO design for two different feed
positions along the displacement arc: (a) ; (b) .

limited field-of-view systems with moderately wide scan cov-
erage. Moreover, the phase distribution on the aperture can be
optimized to improve the beam-scanning performance. How-
ever, the approximation made in the study was assuming an
ideal performance for the elements. In other words, the sensi-
tivity of the elements reflection coefficient with respect to the
excitation angle was ignored. In general, with a fixed feed phase
center, each element is excited with a specific incident angle
which can be accurately taken into account by using appropriate
element design tables [8]. However, for a feed displacement
beam-scanning system which requires a movable feed phase
center, the incident angle for each element will change when the
feed is displaced. Consequently, this would result in some phase
error due to element sensitivity to excitation angle [16]. As such,
for a practical design it would be necessary to have elements
with low sensitivity towards excitation angles. To this end, a
simple yet effective approach is to use single layer patch ele-
ments with very thin substrates for the design. For our Ka-band
phasing elements, numerical studies on several available ma-
terials and thicknesses showed that in comparison, a 10-mil
Rogers 5880 substrate can significantly reduce the sensitivity
of the element reflection phase towards oblique excitation and
also provide a sufficient phase range; thus it was selected for the
design.
Variable size square patches are used for the reflectarray

phasing elements where the unit-cell size is mm
[33]. The patch size varies from 1 to 4.2 mm and the fabri-
cation precision is 2 mils. Larger patch sizes were avoided in
the element design, since higher order mode excitation was
observed for some oblique angles. With normal incidence
excitation, these elements provide 330 of phase range. The
dimensions of the patch elements were determined from this
data; however, to accurately take into account the performance
of the elements in the analysis, the reflection coefficients in
the array configuration are calculated with the exact angle of
excitation as the feed moves along the displacement arc. As
an example, for a circularly polarized excitation, the reflection
coefficients of the phasing elements for the MOPSO design are
shown in Fig. 9 for two different feed positions.
Comparison of the results given here with the ideal results in

Fig. 6(b) show that although the change in element reflection
phase is not significant, it is still necessary to account for it in
the analysis routine. Similar results were observed for the other
three designs, and are not shown here for brevity. It is worth-
while to point out that in all designs, the maximum oblique exci-
tation angle is observed when the beam is scanned to 30 degrees,
corresponding to when the feed antenna is placed at . In
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Fig. 10. Simulated gain versus scan angle for reflectarray antennas.

addition, a monotonic increase in both element and phase loss
was observed as the beam was scanned off broadside. While a
slight difference was observed in the four designs, the peak el-
ement and phase loss was in the order of 0.3 dB and 0.4 dB,
respectively. The loss budget for the reflectarray antennas were
calculated following the procedure given in [7], and gain versus
scan angles is given in Fig. 10 for all four designs.
It can be seen that while the parabolic-type design achieves

a higher gain in the broadside direction, the scan loss of this
design is quite high (in excess of 3 dB), and cannot be used
as a beam-scanning antenna for a 60 coverage. On the other
hand, despite having a lower peak gain, all three other designs
achieved an acceptable level of scan loss for a beam-scanning
application. In particular, the PSO design achieves a scan loss
less than 0.5 dB across the entire scan range. It should be noted
that while the patch elements used in the designs here have a
limited phase range and also generate some phase quantization
errors, the radiation pattern of the reflectarray antennas were not
affected much, and similar patterns as given in Section III was
observed with the patch elements.

B. Prototype Fabrication and Measurements

All four different reflectarray designs studied in the previous
section are fabricated on 10-mil Rogers 5880 substrates. The
photographs of the four fabricated prototypes each with 848
square patch elements are shown in Fig. 11.
A single corrugated conical left-hand circularly polarized

horn is used for the reflectarray feed; thus, a mechanical
beam-scanning performance can be realized with the current
system. The feed horn is mounted on a mechanical alignment
system and to accurately move the feed along the circular arc,
a frame is fabricated that allows for a mechanical movement
of the feed. The fabricated beam-scanning reflectarray system
is shown in Fig. 12.
The radiation performances of the fabricated prototypes were

measured using our NSI planar near-field system. The measured
gain versus scan angle is summarized in Table II for all four pro-
totypes. Here, is the gain variation along the measured scan
directions. Despite a slightly lower gain in comparison with the
analytical results (Fig. 10), a close agreement in scan-loss per-
formance is observed with the measured results. It is worthwhile
to point out that in the beam-scanning systems studied here,
measured results showed that the gain loss was quite high for the
broadside beam, which is primarily due to the aperture blockage

Fig. 11. Fabricated reflectarray prototypes: (a) parabolic design; (b) bifocal de-
sign; (c) PSO design; (d) MOPSO design.

Fig. 12. Fabricated mechanical beam-scanning reflectarray prototype.

TABLE II
MEASURED GAIN OF THE REFLECTARRAY ANTENNA PROTOTYPES

effects from the large mechanical alignment and movement sys-
tems of the feed. Nonetheless, with the feed horn alone, the gain
loss due to blockage should be in the order of 0.25 dB [9]. In
any case, if further reduction of blockage is required for a de-
sign, one could always select an offset feed system.
The measured scanned patterns of all four prototypes are

given in Fig. 13 for four beams across the 60 scan range
with 20 scan resolution. The measured scanned beam patterns
for the bifocal design shows that, as expected, a rather stable
gain pattern is observed across the scan range. In addition in
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Fig. 13. Scanned gain pattern of the fabricated beam-scanning reflectarray
antennas: (a) parabolic-type design; (b) bifocal design; (c) PSO design; (d)
MOPSO design.

comparison with the parabolic design that shows very high
coma lobes for the scanned beams, the measured SLL has
been reduced by more than 7 dB with this bifocal design. A
further improvement is observed with the PSO design, where
a measured SLL below 18 dB is obtained for the antenna,
when the beams are scanned to 30 . This design shows a
very desirable bifocal performance; however, as the beams are

Fig. 14. Measured gain versus frequency for the fabricated prototypes: (a)
10 scan; (b) 30 scan.

scanned towards broadside, side lobes increase and some beam
broadening effects are observed. The MOPSO design on the
other hand shows a very suitable beam-scanning performance,
where the measured SLL is below 15 dB across the entire 60
scan range. While this design exhibits a slightly higher scan
loss than the bifocal and PSO designs, the beam broadening
effect has been significantly improved. It should be noted that
for all prototypes, the measured cross-polarization in the main
beam direction was on the order of 20 dB. In comparison
between the four designs, the cross-polarization for the bifocal
and PSO designs are slightly higher than the parabolic and
MOPSO designs.
To accurately determine the gain bandwidth [34] of the re-

flectarray antennas, it was necessary to take into account the fre-
quency performance of each scanned beam. For the four proto-
types, the measured gain versus frequency is given in Fig. 14 for
10 and 30 scanned beams. An almost similar performance

was observed for the other scan directions, i.e., 10 and 30 .
It is implicit that the overall gain bandwidth would then be de-
termined by the overlapping bandwidth of all scanned beams.
Another important consideration here is to make sure that the
main beam direction does not scan with frequency. For these
beam-scanning antennas, the feed offset angle and main beam
direction are not equal, due to the BDF, and as such it is ex-
pected that beam squint may be observed in these designs [35].
Nonetheless, the measured beam directions showed that while
a slight variation in beam direction is observed in all four de-
signs, this variation is quite small and beam squint is negligible
in these systems. It is also worthwhile to point out that although
the beam direction remains almost constant across the band, the
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TABLE III
MEASURED BANDWIDTH OF THE REFLECTARRAY ANTENNA PROTOTYPES

slope of the beam squint curve is positive, i.e., the main beam
direction increases as frequency increases. The gain bandwidth
of the four prototypes along with the beam squint observed in
the band is summarized in Table III.
These results show that while all four prototypes achieve a

1-dB gain bandwidth around 4% to 5%, in comparison between
the three beam-scanning antennas, the MOPSO design shows
the widest bandwidth. In addition, the bifocal design shows the
largest beam squint, which is due to the fact that this design
has a larger BDF. It is also worthwhile to point out that while
some variation in SLL was observed with all designs; the two
optimized designs showed the smallest variation, and in partic-
ular the SLL for the MOPSO design remained close to 15 dB
across the band.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, various approaches for designing beam-scan-
ning reflectarray antennas were first reviewed and it was shown
that for limited field-of-view beam-scanning systems, uti-
lizing the feed displacement technique is a convenient design
approach. In the next stage, a novel bifocal aperture phase
distribution is proposed for the reflectarray antenna to improve
the scan coverage, and is further optimized to improve the
beam-scanning performance. Practical design considerations
for the reflectarray elements are discussed, and four reflec-
tarray antenna prototypes are fabricated and tested. A Ka-band
single-reflector beam-scanning reflectarray antenna system
with 60 degrees scan coverage achieving 30-dB gain and SLL
below 15 dB is demonstrated.
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